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STEICO:
Futurebuild, the review

Effective reduction
of carbon footprint

Futurebuild 2020 set its stall out to respond to the climate emergency and challenged exhibitors to have
innovations at heart to tackle the emergency. STEICO certainly took this on board. With a range of construc
tional and insulation products made from wood, STEICO and some of their collaborators showed many solutions in tackling
the crisis. Working with industry experts, such as the Passivhaus Trust, the ASBP, and RIBA members, STEICO addressed the
two main topics which centred around the RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge and the Passivhaus route to Zero carbon.

Achieving the RIBA
2030 Climate Challenge

The Passivhaus
route to Zero Carbon

The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) has set its members the
2030 Climate Challenge. Using STEICO materials can help achieve all 4
key requirements.

The Government have set many targets to achieve by 2050, which
include improved energy efficiency and carbon reduction. Should
the construction industry concentrate first on Energy or Carbon?

• Reduce operational energy demand by at least 75 %, before
UK offsetting
Insulating buildings is the most efficient way to drastically reduce
energy consumption. Renovating older structures or building the
new ones with STEICO wood fibre insulation greatly reduces energy
usage.

• Directly targeting either Energy Efficency or Carbon is too nar
row. Energy efficient buildings can still be constructed using
materials that have high GWP and just using materials with a low
GWP doesn’t ensure energy efficiency. Both elements need to be
considered as part of a holistic ‘fabric first’ approach. Using the
detailing from STEICO, which incorporates efficient structural
products such as STEICOjoist and STEICO LVL, alongside carbon
negative insulation materials like STEICOflex or STEICOzell
ensures that the fabric of the building is both extremely energy
efficient and provides a highly effective zero carbon strategy.

• Reduce embodied carbon by at least 50-70 %, before UK
offsetting
Both the structural and insulation products from STEICO have a
negative Global Warming Potential (GWP). Being made from wood,
they also help to sequester carbon over the lifespan of the building.
• Reduce potable water use by at least 40 %
Water is needed for our production. However both Polish manufac
turing sites work on closed water cycles and the plant in France
recycles a large part of the water used.
• Achieve all core health and wellbeing targets
STEICO‘s products are made out of wood and contain no harmful
chemicals. Our insulation boards are open to vapour diffusion, regu
late humidity and protect against mould. They contribute to a
healthy living environment.

• To learn more on the Passivhaus Trust approach on how we can
collectively achieve zero carbon visit www.passivhaustrust.org.uk

1 m3 of STEICOtherm
= 272 kg of CO2 removed
from the atmosphere
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2019 Sustainability Statement
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STEICO has always lived sustainably. Our Sustainability
Report, aims to provide transparent explanations of our
business. We laid the foundations for regular reporting
with the publication of our ﬁrst sustainability report for
2018. The many positive responses we have received
have prompted us to further develop and restructure
our report in line with the Global Initiative Report (GRI)
Standards which ensure transparency, standardisation
and comparability.

As opposed to conventional insulations which can be fossil
fuel intensive, wood fibre insulation has a negative Global
Warming Potential. This means that the CO2 stored in the
product is more than the CO2 emitted during production.
STEICO solutions ensure both low energy consumption and
a negative carbon footprint. More information on STEICO‘s
Environmental Product Declaration can be found here.
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Global
Warming Potential of different insulation materials
Global warming potential of different insulation materials
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Global Warming Potential
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Source: www.baubook.info

The full report can be found here. For more information
on STEICO’s commitments to sustainability, click here.

Reducing Carbon Footprint

(GWP) [kg/CO2 eq.]
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Houlston Manor, Shropshire
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Carbon sink of STEICO insulation materials

Carbon sink of STEICO insulation materials
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Benefits of the new insulation with STEICOprotect:
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SUPPORTING HEALTHY

BUILDINGS

Heating demand for typical

• Water vapour diffusion capability ensures dry walls without the risk of mould
250
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Read about the complete case study here.

HEALTHY BUILDINGS

If you are interested in finding out
more about STEICO and how using
timber based materials can contri
bute to a more sustainable future
then you can register to receive
regular updates via our
Newsletter:
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• Desired modern aesthetic appearance with 19th century

COMMITTED TO
HEALTHY BUILDINGS

W/m2

use

STEICO
NEWSLETTER
residential homes situated in an

• Excellent weather and rain protection due to high performance lime render system

• 59 % energy reduction within the first three months of

ST

Heating demand of residential buildings

• Enhanced well-being with a healthier indoor-climate

(carbon sink) [kg/m3]

24.2

16.1

The Warmshell ETIC (External Thermal Insulation Composite) system
from Lime Green was used for the external walls. This system incor
porated 160mm of STEICOprotect wood fibre, fixed directly to the
brickwork, and two coats of lime render - a basecoat (with rein
forcing fibreglass mesh) and decorative finishing coat.

• Modern energy efficiency standard with sustainable materials

CO2 stored in ﬁnal product

84.6

85.1

62.1

ST

Houlston Manor is an unlisted mainly 17th Century box framed
farmhouse, which has been substantially extended and altered
since it was first built. Owned by the same family for generations
the aim of the project was to replace the rotten and draughty win
dows, insulate the walls and to improve the aesthetic of the house
by reintroducing the 19th century symmetry.
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Case Study

https://www.steico.com/en/
Global Warming Potential of news/newsletter/
different insulation materials
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found at:
HEALTHY BUILDINGS
www.steico.com/en/download/productsandinformation
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We spend approx. 80 % of our lives in
enclosed rooms. But are we always aware
what we are surrounding ourselves
with? STEICO has set itself the target
of developing building products
which consider the needs of
both man and nature. Our
products are therefore
produced using
sustainable natural
materials. They help
reduce energy use and add
considerably to a natural
healthy internal climate.
Steico insulation and

construction materials, carry a number of
distinguished ‘seals of approval’ which
is a sign of high quality, healthy and
functional building products.
The raw materials used
in Steico products are
certified by FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®)
and PEFC®(Programme for
the Endorsement of Forest
Certification®), ensuring a
traceable and fully sustainable
usage of the raw materials.
STEICO, the number 1 choice for
your sustainable building solutions.

Natural insulation and construction systems for
new builds and renovations – roof, ceiling, wall and floor
Excellent
cold
protection
in winter

Excellent
summer
heat
protection

Weather
tight
and
breathable

Excellent
fire
protection

Excellent
sound
protection

Environmentally
friendly
and
recyclable

Light
and easy
to handle

Insulation
for healthy
living

Strong
quality
control

Compatible
insulation and
structural
building systems

$

European Technical Approval ETA-06/0238

Quality
Management
ISO 9001:2015

Environmental
Management
ISO 14001:2015
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Energy
saving
and increased
property
worth

Renewable
raw materials
without harmful
additives

